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Knife rekindles speculation over O.J. case
Mystery blade produced
by LAPD officer 22 years
after notorious slayings
By RICHARD WINTON
AND JOSEPH SERNA
LOS ANGELES TIMES

LOS ANGELES — It was a problem that plagued prosecutors during
the so-called trial of the century.
Authorities said they had the bloody
glove O.J. Simpson used in the stabbing death of his ex-wife and her

friend, but they could never produce
the knife itself.
This absence fueled public intrigue,
along with two decades of theories
about potential murder weapons.
There was the 15-inch retractable blade Simpson purchased at a
downtown Los Angeles cutlery shop.
And the blood-stained kitchen knife
wrapped in a blouse discovered near
Simpson’s Brentwood estate. Even
a broken carving knife found in a
waste tank at Chicago’s O’Hare airport was turned in to investigators.
Now, 22 years after the killings of
Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald

Goldman, a retired police officer has
handed over a knife he said was given to him by a construction worker
who helped raze Simpson’s mansion
in 1998.
The knife brought a frenzy of new
speculation Friday but also deep
skepticism in some quarters over
whether it’s just one more fruitless
lead in the case.
Los Angeles police said the department was now testing the knife for
DNA evidence and also trying to sort
out the bizarre chain of events that
brought it into their possession.
Los Angeles Police Capt. Andrew

Neiman publicly questioned why the
officer didn’t notify detectives of the
knife when he first received it.
“I don’t know why that didn’t happen or if that’s entirely accurate or
if this whole story is possibly bogus
from the get-go,” Neiman said Friday. He added that the timing was
“interesting,” referring to the current FX miniseries about the 1994
killings and trial that has attracted a
massive following.
Neiman declined to specify the
type of knife, but a police source
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“They destroyed our mountain.”

Heroin
probe
leads to
3 arrests

ANNE BETTENCOURT, hiker unhappy with the condition of the Half a Canoe trail at Lake Sonoma after an obstacle course event

Race leaves its mark

Police: Trio were buying
drug in Fairfield to sell
in Sonoma County
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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SURVEYING AFTERMATH: Anne Bettencourt of Rohnert Park gauges the depth of a tractor rut Friday on a trail at Lake Sonoma used for the BattleFrog Obstacle Race
Series on Feb. 20. Rains last month combined with heavy equipment used to set up the course left deep tracks, which officials said look bad but can be easily repaired.

Event organizers pledge to remedy damage on Lake Sonoma trail
delays in post-race cleanup. BattleFrog has
retained a contractor that is expected to
begin about $8,000 in repairs this weekend,
just as the rains have started again.
But the delay in work allowed concerns
to brew among people who regularly use
the trails on foot or by horse as they came
across what appeared to be haphazardly
widened trails and deep tracks left behind
by the heavy equipment brought in to set
up the obstacle course.
In the mist of the gathering storm
Friday morning, Anne Bettencourt, 70,
of Rohnert Park hiked through a long rut
that cut 2 feet into the earth on the Half a
Canoe fire trail where the race took place.

By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

n adventure run with military-style
obstacles that brought thousands
of athletes to compete on a course
at Lake Sonoma has left behind damaged
trails and hillsides that remain two weeks
after the event, raising complaints from
users of the federal parkland.
Organizers of the BattleFrog Obstacle
Race Series and officials with the Army
Corps of Engineers, which owns and
manages the 17,000-acre property around
the lake, have said that rainfall for three
days leading up to the Feb. 20 event led to

She’s among a handful of people who have
contacted Sonoma County supervisors,
the Army Corps, Friends of Lake Sonoma
and other stakeholders of the recreation
area to complain about the race’s impacts.
“They destroyed our mountain,” Bettencourt said.
BattleFrog donated $10,800 to Friends of
Lake Sonoma in place of the approximately $3,000 permit fee to hold the race, an
option given to most event organizers, according to the Army Corps of Engineers.
In the contract, BattleFrog organizers
agreed to leave the land in good condition.

Santa Rosa police said Friday
that they have arrested three
people suspected of trafficking
heroin in the North Bay, part of
an operation that sold as much
as 1½ pounds a week in Sonoma
County, officials said.
The arrests represent the second significant action to curb the
local heroin trade after authorities in December made a major
bust against an extensive familyrun trafficking ring connected to
the county’s largest-ever seizure
of 50 pounds of heroin last year.
In the latest arrests, made
Feb. 26 but not announced until
Friday, officers took into custody two women and a man, all
from Santa Rosa, who were returning from a drug-buying trip
to Fairfield, Santa Rosa Police
Sgt. Rich Celli said.
He said the trio do not appear
to be connected to the larger drug
operation targeted last year.
One of the suspects, Leanna
Zamora, 25, was found in possession of roughly a half-pound
of heroin at the time of the arrest during a traffic stop made in
Sonoma County by officers from
the Sonoma Police Department,
Celli said.
Zamora and a second suspect,
Heather Borges, 27, had been
under surveillance for several
months and were thought to be
selling heroin coming from the
Fairfield area, Celli said. He said
that Fairfield police detectives
were brought in to help identify
the source of the heroin.
“Detectives had known about
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Studies: More Zika risks for babies
By LAURAN NEERGAARD
AND MALCOLM RITTER
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — The Zika virus may be linked to a wider variety
of “grave outcomes” for developing
babies than previously reported —
threats that can come at any stage of
pregnancy, researchers reported Friday.
The findings are preliminary results from the first study tracking
pregnant women in Brazil from the
time they were infected, and do not
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prove that Zika is to blame. But they
come as separate laboratory research
released Friday strengthens the case
that Zika causes a serious birth defect
called microcephaly — babies born
with abnormally small heads — by
targeting embryonic brain cells.
“It’s much more than microcephaly,” said Dr. Karin Nielsen of UCLA,
who led the pregnancy study with colleagues at the Fiocruz Institute in Brazil. “It seems like it can act on multiple
fronts.”
The mosquito-borne virus, which
is spreading in Latin America and
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the Caribbean, normally causes only
mild symptoms, if any, in adults. But
it raised alarm when Brazilian health
officials reported an apparent surge in
babies born with microcephaly, which
can signal their brains didn’t develop
properly. Reports have documented
traces of the virus in the brains of
affected babies who died soon after
birth, and in fetal brain tissue after
abortion.
The study from Brazil, reported Friday in the New England Journal of
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Caio Julio Vasconcelos, born with microcephaly,
undergoes physical therapy in Joao Pessoa, Brazil.
Researchers say the Zika virus may have wider impacts
for developing babies than previously reported.
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